The Emperor's message to us all in Europe especially we Brexiteers
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“Citizens of Europe:
“If I am taking the liberty of addressing you directly …

“And this [EU] project continues to protect us today. What country
can act on its own in the face of aggressive strategies by the major
powers? This struggle is a daily commitment, …

“ … because Europe, like peace, can never be taken for granted.

“I tirelessly pursue it in the name of France to take Europe forward
and defend its model. We have shown that what we were told was
unattainable, the creation of a European defence capability and the
protection of social rights ….

website.

French police say 'anal rape' of suspect
with officer's truncheon was an
accident
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/french-police-anal-rape-suspect-truncheon-parisofficer-accident-sodomised-expandable-baton-theo-a7572581.html

The Latest: Outcry over brutal arrest of French students ...
www.foxnews.com/world/the-latest-outcry-over EUROPE
Published December 7 France's

Problem With Police Brutality | Best Countries |

US News
www.usnews.com

French police talk about shooting Yellow Vest protesters in a ...
www.rt.com/news/450698-police-france...

French Police Deploy Rifles with Live Ammo to Yellow Vest ...
www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/01/15/french

French police defend pulling out gun against protesters ...
www.arabnews.com/node/1424891

French protester's hand blown off by grenade he tried to pick ...
metro.co.uk/2018/12/09/french-protesters-hand...

Amnesty International saying the French state must “end the use of
excessive force against protesters and high school children”.

“What is Europe doing?
… er well?

‘NOT EUROPEAN ANYMORE’ FURIOUS CATALANS SLAM EU
FOR SILENCE OVER POLICE VIOLENCE IN SPAIN
BY EXPRESS.CO.UK / WORLD NEWS / 01 OCT 2017

“ … divisions, I propose we build this renewal together around three
ambitions: freedom, protection and progress.

“Defend our freedom
“The European model is based on the freedom of man

“ … and the diversity of opinions
Business/Finance

French Government Prohibits Protesting and Freedom of Speech – Major
Crack Down on Yellow Vests
By Crack Head Duck on January 9, 2019 • ( 8 Comments )
Our first freedom is democratic freedom:

Yellow vests demand democracy through referendums Swiss Style

“ … the freedom to choose our leaders as foreign powers seek to
influence our vote at each election.

“In this Europe, the United Kingdom, I am sure, will find its true
place. Citizens of Europe, the Brexit impasse is a lesson for us all.
We need to escape this trap [see end of speech below]

“In this same spirit of independence, we should also ban the funding
of European political parties by foreign powers [but not global
bankers and international corporations?]. …. since respect for the
individual is the bedrock of our civilisation of dignity.
“Yet no community can create a sense of belonging if it does not
have bounds that it protects. The boundary is freedom in security.
“Progress and freedom are about being able to live from your work

Well it was levying of taxes on getting to work which broke the camel’s back

“Freedom, protection and progress.
“European humanism demands action. And everywhere, the people
are standing up to be part of that change.

“In this Europe, the peoples will really take back control of their
future.
Yes, BREXIT, FREXIT ……….

“In this Europe, the United Kingdom, I am sure, will find its true
place.

“Citizens of Europe, the Brexit impasse is a lesson for us all. We
need to escape this trap

Emmanuel Macron
[God with us]

https://www.elysee.fr/emmanuel-macron/2019/03/04/for-european-renewal.en

